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Greek net maker  
introduces black fiber nets
Greek cage and net-making company HelNet is launching its 

newest product, the Omega Cage-Net, its newest net for the 
aquaculture industry. 

It’s set apart from existing nets, the company explained, 
because it is the first made from dope-dyed black fibers, which 
HelNet Managing Director George Koumpis said are much more 
efficient, practical and safe for fish than the more commonly 
used nylon white nets. 

“The loss of breaking strength in measurements after six 
months in the sea was less in black color nets,” Koumpis told 
Fish Farming International in an e-mail.

“It is important to note that when we refer to black color, we 
do not mean nets that were braided with white fibers and then 
painted black, but the ones that were initially braided with black 
fibers.”

In addition to the strength, “damages from fish bites were 20 
percent less in black than in white nets,” he continued. 

Simply dying white fiber nets black won’t yield the same 
results as the Omega nets, Koumpis stressed. They “may have 
the opposite results with regard to fish bites; fishes, especially 
seabream which is the main Mediterranean species, will be 
attracted to all kinds of defects (white spots) of the coloring 
process and will attack the net.” 

Finally, Koumpis said, “the burdens” from algae growth were 
reduced with the Omega net, particularly in the upper 4 meters 
or so of the net, which is naturally more exposed to sunlight. 

“The advantage is very important to farmers that avoid the use 
of anti-fouling,” he said. 

The managing director explained that the “ideal customer” for 
the Omega net has already invested in such nets and is looking 
for a longer lifetime from their aquaculture nets.

“[It’s] especially [good] for farmers that are active in climates 
like in the Mediterranean, where UV radiation is more intense 
and the relevant fish species, like seabream, are more likely to 
attack, bite and destroy the nets,” he explained. 

As of press time, the Omega nets had no current customers, 
but Koumpis said that the product was tested on one of HelNet’s 
largest customers, which has a total production of 15,000 tons 
per year. 

HelNet is a 10-year-old company with extensive experience in 
the use of synthetic threads and scientific training in fields such 
as aquaculture.


